work.
The report says distinctly that the National Association '' cannot employ missionaries, nor can it provide hospital accommodation in which it is intended to combine medical treatment with religious teaching." That comparative failure is the result of an attempt to combine medical treatment with proselytism is shown by the between the most highly-educated lady doctor and the hospital assistant, but between the hospital assistant and no medical attendance whatever. The day will never come when highly-educated women of any race will settle down in country villages and accept four annas for a fee. We (the association) want women who will do this ; and who, if unable to undertake those serious cases for the treatment of which rich people rush up to London or Calcutta, are yet fully competent to deal with the hundreds of minor maladies which are so much more common and oftentimes so distressing."
Nor is it intended that these hospital assistants shall work independently. They are to act, so far as possible, under competent supervision; and in districts where there is no qualified lady doctor, a female hospital assistant can do much, not only by her own attendance, but by intelligently reporting the symptoms of a case to a male practitioner and thus bringing to it the advantages of his skill and experience. Nor must it be forgotten that even a very little knowledge of medicine is better than the worse than ignorance possessed by the native " dhaies" or midwives, who were the only doctors the women of India have had till lately. As the secretary of one of the branches says: "If the dhaies could be trained to even that degree of ignorant efficiency possessed by an English peasant-woman, who helps her neighbour, a great deal would be gained."
The training of midwives is an important part of the work of the association, and one that will perhaps do more to win the suffrages of the people of India than any other department of medical training. But midwives alone are not sufficient, for in some cases the trained doctor is not called in till the "dhai" has failed in her task. In Surgeon-Major Goldsmith's report from Central India, he states that though Mrs. Talbot, the trained midwife at Rewah, has won the respect of the people, and has, though with some difficulty, formed a class for dhaies, there has been considerable disappointment that she is not a practitioner qualified to treat general diseases. "I feel sure," says Dr. Goldsmith, "that a well-qualified lady practitioner would soon obtain a large practice ;" and he thinks that such a one would, if she first THE HOSPITAL.
proved her skill in difficult cases of disease, be entrusted with obstetric practice.
The formation of hospitals is the department of the work of the association in which most difficulty is experienced. As yet patients have to be persuaded to come to the hospitals; but it may reasonably be supposed that those who have experienced the care and skill to be found there will induce others to profit by them, and at the same time to afford the students needed opportunities of clinical instruction.
